
Requirements
180 yards of DK weight yarn.
Size 7 (4.5 mm,) knitting needles (circular 
recommended).
Stitch Marker, darning needle.

Technical- Details
This cowl is knit in the round on circular needles. The
pattern creates a cowl that is 6.25 inches in height 
and 28.5 inches around once lightly blocked. Long 
tail cast on and Slip Slip Knit bind off are 
recommended for this pattern but any stretchy cast 
on or bind off can be substituted according to your 
preference.

Marble-Pop Cowl Pattern Details

The yarn recommended for this pattern is 
the custom colour kits developed for this

pattern, or Sport-a-Rino by JOMA Yarn.  Both
are hand dyed, sport/double knit weight, 3-ply,

superwash merino wool milled in Canada.
Custom yarn kits and Sport-a-Rino are available

at http://www.jomayarn.com/
.

The pattern is written for using a colour mini kit
of 6 colours however can easily be modified to

work with only 2 alternating colours.  If you
have enough yarn, you can make your cowl

larger for different wearing options by adding
stitches in multiples of 4. 

Original Marble Pop Colour Mini Kit.
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Getting Started
If you would like to make your cowl bigger
so you can wear it doubled up or as a
longer infinity scarf, you will need enough
yarn.  The mini colour kits contain exactly
enough yarn to make the pictured cowl as
instructed.  If you would like a bigger cowl,
consider combining two alternating skeins
of Sport-a-Rino or getting more than one
kit.

Row 1.  Starting with Color A Cast on 116
stitches using a stretchy cast on (long-tail
cast on is recommended).

You will be working flat the first row so the
purl bumps of your cast on stitches show
on the right side.

Row 2.  k 116
Now join your work into a circle with the purl bumps of the stitches you just knit and the purl bumps 
from your cast on stitches show outward and become the right side of your cowl.

Round 3.  k 116
Switch to Colour B

Round 4.  using Colour B, *k1, sl1 wyib* repeat from *

Round 5.  using Colour C, *sl1wyib, p1* repeat from *

Rounds 6 and 8: repeat round 4

Rounds 7 and 9: repeat round 5

Next we start making the marble pops!

Rounds 10-13: using Colour D k 116

Round 14: *k3, drop 3 rows down on your next stitch picking up the fourth stitch from the needle 
on your left needle.  Use your right needle to pick up the bars from your dropped stitches and place 
them on your left needle.  Knit all 4 (the 4th knit stitch down and all 3 bars) together* repeat from*

Rounds 15-18: using Colour E k 116
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Round 19: *k1, drop 3 rows down on your next stitch picking up the fourth from the needle on your
left needle.  Use your right needle to pick up the bars from your dropped stitches and place them on 
your left needle.  Knit all 4 (the 4th knit stitch down and all 3 bars) together, k2* repeat from *

Marble Repeats:  Continue alternating rounds 10-14 and 15-19 in various colours to create your 
marbles.  The kit contains enough yarn for 9 marble-pop repeats.  The colours you choose to cast on 
and off with and do your ribbing will only have enough yarn left over for 1 round of marbles instead of
2 so plan your cowl accordingly!

Repeat your ribbing:  Repeat rounds 4 through 9 to mirror the ribbing you started out with.

3rd to last round: k 116

2nd to last round: p 116

Last round: p 116

Cast off with a stretchy bind off in purl.  I use p1, p1 then on the right needle slip the first purl over 
the second one. 

Block lightly to preserve the three dimensional shaping of your marble pops.

This original pattern was designed by Emjay Bailey of JOMA Yarn (http://www.jomayarn.com/).  It is 
Copyright protected and cannot be published or sold without written permission from the author. 
Articles made from this pattern may be sold, credit is not required.  For pattern support please 
contact admin@jomarn.com. 
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